Resolution Of Cooperation

Whereas The Military Order of the World Wars regards the program of The JOE FOSS Institute as supportive of the Preamble of the Constitution of the Order; and

Whereas The Military Order of the World Wars and The JOE FOSS Institute have agreed to initiate a plan of cooperation to promote leadership development and patriotism with elementary, secondary and high school students; and

Whereas The Military Order of the World Wars will support The JOE FOSS Institute through individual, member volunteer efforts contributing speakers to participate in The JOE FOSS Institute Programs and The JOE FOSS Institute will publicize the Youth Leadership Conference Programs of The Military Order of the World Wars; and

Whereas The Military Order of the World Wars and The JOE FOSS Institute will endeavor to establish, strengthen, and expand their relationship, and mutually supporting beneficial programs: Now, therefore, be it

Resolved That this resolution of cooperation will initiate all efforts to encourage and expand the mutual involvement of The Military Order of the World Wars and The JOE FOSS Institute toward our mutual goals for a better America.
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